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The 40 recipes in this delicious collection use a foolproof formula that requires just one bowl,

minimal baking equipment, and no previous experience! Youâ€™ll find your tried-and-true favorites

here â€” from Chewy Chocolate Chip to Oatmeal Raisin, Shortbread, Ginger Molasses, and

Snickerdoodles â€” plus many more that are sure to become new must-haves, such as Lemon

Ginger, Chocolate Peanut Butter, Rum Raisin, Pecan Delight, and Vanilla Walnut Pear. Warm,

crave-worthy cookies are just minutes away!
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Genre: Cooking>DessertsThis 96 page cookie cookbook is full of quick, easy-to-make, one bowl

recipes using simple ingredients. The author lists the ingredients in the order they are put into just

one bowl for quick mixing.The book begins with a few tips such as the time it takes for butter to

soften naturally and cautions against using melted butter which results in flat cookies.Each delicious

recipe is illustrated with an appealing picture of the finished product. The cookbook is divided into

four sections. The "Chocolate Love" section has the most selections. Examples include:All-Nighter

is a rich, dark chocolate cocoa cookie that contains cranberries, macadamia nuts and

coffee.Berkshire Road chocolate cookies feature a mix of almonds, marshmallows and both

semi-sweet and white chocolate chips.Caramel by the Sea cookies have rich chocolate, sweet

caramel and sea salt.Chocolate Almond Coconut cookies are compared to the Almond Joy candy

bar made with coconut flakes and almonds.Chocolate Raspberry cookies have honey, dark

unsweetened cocoa and semi-sweet chocolate chip ingredients.Other selections in the "Chocolate

Love" section:Chewy Chocolate ChipChocolate Reese's Peanut ButterChocolate Sugar Cookie



CutoutsThree selections from the "Fruit and Nut" cookie section:Apples Rolled in Autumn, an apple

crisp cookie that features a spicy flavor.Rum Raisin, a pure maple sugar and wholesome raisin

cookie.Vanilla Walnut Pear cookie that reminds me of grandma's freshly baked pears.From the

"Sugar and Spice" section: a delightful breakfast cookie called "Cinnamon Morning", made with

brown sugar, cinnamon and cinnamon chips.A "Brandi Alexander" cookie features creme de cacao,

brandy extract and white chocolate chips.Pumpkin Spice and Italian Wedding cookies are also

included in this section.My favorite section, "All-Time Favorites", is like looking through grandma's

recipe box for the Sunday dinner favorite classic cookies from childhood. Selections

include:Oatmeal RaisinSnickerdoodleSugar Cookie CutoutsNoni's Old-Fashioned Spice

RaisinShortbreadGinger MolassesLemon GingerARC courtesy of Storey Publications via NetGalley

in exchange for an honest review.View all my reviews

My family's favorite cookies are the ones made with recipes from my mom, grandmother, and

great-grandmother. But, that only leaves me with a small handful of recipes and my family loves

variety. I have looked over the years for more cookie cookbooks because I enjoy making cookies. A

few years ago, I was blessed to find King Arthur's Cookie Companion. In it, I found several good

recipes that I could add, which my family enjoyed. Even so, I am always up for trying new recipes in

the hope of finding some treasures... and this week I was ecstatic to find a new cookie book that has

already added two new recipes to my family's cookie list.The cookbook is a small one that won't

take up a lot of room on anyone's shelf. Cookie Classics Made Easy by Brandi Scalise surprised

me. A few of the old standards are there along with some new ones. We made the Apples Rolled in

Autumn and Chocolate Reese's Peanut Butter. Both were very flavorful cookies and my family loved

them!The first cookies, Apples Rolled in Autumn, had a strong spice flavor to them and were nice

when baked a little crispy. The crispiness helped them last more than one day because normally

apples make cookies get mushy the day after. The second cookies were an even better surprise.

My family happens to love chocolate cookies. I don't usually make larger cookies because they

don't cook through very well, but these did! They had a sort of brownie like texture in a cookie. My

10 year old daughter made them (with just a little help from me). We used a size 40 ice cream

scoop to scoop out the dough onto the cookie sheets.Some of my determiners of whether or not a

cookbook is a good one is whether the ingredients work together, whether the directions are clear

and work, whether the timing is correct or close to accurate (in my experience), and whether the

formatting of the book makes the recipe easy to follow.Here's how this cookbook did...1.

Ingredients: The combination of ingredients was great for both recipes we made. A few of the



recipes did use something called Bischoff butter, which is cookie butter. Cookie butter is

super-duper high in calories so I think I'll hold off on making these recipes unless it's a very special

occasion.2. Directions: I did use parchment lined cookie sheets when I baked them and the oven

temperatures that the cookbook calls for. But, I did make one change. I have been a one bowl

cookie baker for years like this author (she explains this in her introduction). My mom and I feel very

strongly, though, that you must cream the butter and sugars together first thoroughly to make sure

that there are no lumps of sugar in the batter. This author recommends using room temperature

butter instead and mixing a bunch of ingredients together at the beginning. Other than this

difference (creaming the butter and sugars first), I did find that the directions were clear and easy to

follow. My ten year old daughter and twelve year old daughter (who made the other recipe)

successfully made the cookies (using my added direction of creaming the butter and sugar first).3.

Timing: This isn't an essential determiner for me, but the closer the better. The first recipe was off by

quite a lot. The apple cookie recommended baking time was 20 to 25 minutes. I baked them for only

16 minutes. The second cookie, Reese's, was closer. The recommended baking time was 15

minutes and I found that 13-14 minutes was better. That was a lot closer. Even so, I'd recommend

starting to check the cookies from this book 3-4 minutes before the shorter baking times and 5

minutes before the longer baking times.4. Formatting and Graphics: The photography is done well

and makes the cookies appealing. The formatting is mostly easy to follow. I wish she had separated

her second step into two or three steps. Spacing would have made it easier to follow each recipe

and keep track of where I am in adding ingredients.Given all of these comments, it's probably

surprising that I'm ecstatic that I have new recipes from this cookbook to add to our family's cookie

repertoire. In all four of the areas above, this cookbook isn't perfect. But, the fact that the first two

recipes we made tasted wonderful trumps all of that in my mind. Normally, I won't even consider

reviewing a cookbook until I've made several recipes, but I wanted to review this cookbook after we

made only two batches of cookies because the cookies were so good!If you don't have a lot of

space and are looking for a good cookie cookbook, check this one out!Please note that I received a

complimentary copy of this book for review from Storey Books.
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